Alisal & California Pizza Kitchen

Present
Alisal’s Restaurant Night Out
California Pizza Kitchen (CPK) is officially the BEST restaurant ever when
it comes to supporting local schools. They are giving our school 20% of
their revenue from all meals purchased by Alisal families between
December 1, 2018 - March 1, 2019. That's THREE MONTHS of some
serious deliciousness! If you're shopping at the mall, or hungry and near
the mall or just hankering for some CPK, take this special card
(attached) and head to CPK for a meal and a little love for Alisal.
AND THAT'S NOT ALL!! On January 10th, CPK is hosting an All-Alisal
restaurant day. 20% of every check for meals purchased on January
10th, at any time during the day, will be donated back to Alisal. To up the
fun factor, that evening you will find our principal, Mrs. Johnson, serving
as a chef and some of our teachers and staff serving as your
waiters. What could be more fun than seeing some Alisal pals for dinner
and having it prepared and served by Alisal staff?! How about having a
drawing for TWO FREE ROUND TRIP TICKETS anywhere Southwest Airlines
flies? All diners from Alisal who eat at CPK on January 10th can put their
name in a drawing for the free tickets. You do not have to be present to
win, but you do have to have eaten at CPK to enter your name in the
drawing.

Happy Holidays and happy, tasty eating at California Pizza Kitchen!

Now THAT is an amazing
restaurant night. Here are your
quick facts to remember:
1) Eat at CPK anytime between
12/1/18 - 3/1/19 and 20% of
your check goes to Alisal
2) You need to bring this
coupon or tell your wait staff
that you are with Alisal to get
credit for our school
3) January 10th is Alisal's ALL
DAY restaurant fund
raiser. Alisal will get 20% of
the total check from any meal
purchased that day at any time
4) Mrs. Johnson and many of
her staff will be working at CPK
the evening of the 10th
5) We are doing a drawing for 2
ROUND TRIP TICKETS from
Southwest Airlines at this
restaurant night on the 10th
6) Catering events during the
three months listed can count
for Alisal!!

Happy Holidays and happy,
tasty eating at California
Pizza Kitchen!

